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FOREWORD
The Space Station Needs, Attributes and Architectural Options Study (Contract NASW-3680)
was initiated in August of 1982 and completed in April of 1983. This was one of eight
parallel studies conducted by aerospace contractors for NASA Headquarters. The
Contracting Officer's Representative and Study Technical Manager was Brian Pritchard.
The Boeing study manager was Gordon R. Woodcock.
The study was conducted by Boeing Aerospace Company and its team of subcontractors:
Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL) 	 Materials Processing in Space
Battelle Columbus Laboratories 	 Materials Processing in Space
ECON, Inc.	 Pricing Policies and Economic Benefits
Environmental Research Institute	 Earth Observation Missions
of Michigan (ERIM)
Hamilton Standard	 Environmental Control and Life Support
Equipment
Intermetrics, Inc.	 Sof tware
Life Systems, Inc. (1-517	 Environmental Control and Life Support
Equipment
Microgravity Research Associates 	 Materials Processing in Space
(MRA)
National Behavioral Systems (NBS)	 Crew Accommodations and Architectural
Influences
RCA Astro-Electronics	 Communications Spacecraft
Science Applications, Inc. 	 Space Science
(SA I)
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This document is one c if seven final report documents:
D180-27477-1	 Volume 1, Executive Summary
D 180 -27477 -2	 Volume 2, Mission Analysis
D180-27477-3	 Volume 3, Requirements
D180-27477-4	 Volume 4, Architectural Options, Subsystems, Technology,
and Programmatics
D180-27477-5-1	 Volume 5-1, National'Defense Missions and Space Station
Architectural Options Final Report (SECRET)
D180-27477-5-2	 Volume 5-2, National Defense Missions and Space Station
Architectural Options, Final Briefing (SECRET)
D180-27477-6	 Volume 6, Final Briefing
i
fD180-27477-1
D1 80- 27477-7 -1
D1 80 -27477 -7 -2
R
DI 80 -27477 -7 -3
D180- 27477-7 -4
0180-27477-7 -5
Volume 7-1, Science and Applications Missions Data Book
Volume 7-2, Commerical Missions Data Book
Volume 7-3, Technology Demonstration Missions Data Book
Volume 7-4, Architectural Options, Technology, and
Programmatics Data Book
Volume 7-5, Mission Analysis Data Book
t
	 Note: The volume 7 data books will be distributed to a limited number of
re questors.
i
The study task descriptions and a final report typical cross reference guide are found in
Appendix 1.
The Boeing and subcontractor team member are listed in Appendix 2.
Acronyms and abbreviations are listed in Appendix 3.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
i-
The concept of a space station arose with
the beginnings of serious scientific specula-
tion about orbital flight and space travel.
When flight into space was recognized as
physical 'y possible about eighty years ago,
the idea of a place to live Li orbit quickly
emerged.
Early thoughts about space stations by
Tsiolkovskii and a few others, beginning
about the turn of the century, went virtually
unnoticed. In the 1920's, however, space
flight speculation became popular. Enthusi-
ast organizations arose in the U.S. and
Europe and began experimenting with rocket
propulsion. Dr. Robert Hutchins Goddard,
working mainly in isolation, accomplished
the first liquid propellant rocket flight in
1926 and by the late 1930's had pioneered
nearly all of the basic features of modern
liquid rocket propulsion systems.
As the rudiments of early space flight engi-
neering took shape through the labors of
these enthusiasts, accompanying scientific
speculation dealt mostly with flights to
other worlds. Speculation about life on
Liars was in vogue. The ferment in techni-
cal circles was mirrored in the entertain-
ment media by the antics of Buck Rogers
and Flash Gordon. There was little mention
of Earth-orbiting space stations.
And then the industrialized world careened
into World War II. The German space flight
enthusiasts were co-opted by the
Wehrmacht and became the Peenemunde
engineering team.
Revolutionary technologies emerged from
both sides of the great war; their marriage
was inevitable. The technical feasibility of
space flight was no longer a question. The
remaining questions were when, how, and by
whom.
The space station idea blossomed afresh in
1953 with Wernher VonBraun's proposals for
a large U.S. space station program. This
proposal was ambitious: a rotating wheel-
shaped station large enough to house dozens
of people. It had national security over-
tones; VonBraun saw it as a means to
enforce a "pax Americana".
Although the engineering architecture of
VonBraun's space station and its support
fleet of giant rockets was presented in teu-
tonic detail, the mission nePr., and support-
ing materials were somewhat ha4v.
VonBraun's proposal was made ir, all seri-
ousness. It was not speculation. It would,
however, be quite expensive and a few
people began to ask "why?"
During World War II, giant strides in the
electronics arts had made it possible to
imagine an automated satellite, a prospect
not foreseen by the visionaries of the twen-
ties and thirties. The need for humans in
space, as assumed in the VonBraun proposal,
was not entirely obvious. The issue of "man
versus robot" was born.
As these matters were debated in public,
national plans for space programs were
being developed, somewhat shrouded in sec-
recy. The U.S. program aimed at a limited
objective, orbiting a scientific satellite.
The Soviet Union forged a multi-faceted
program beginning with automated and
manned space flight, intending a relentless
evolution through space stations and plat-
forms eventually reaching other worlds.
The U.S. viewed space technology as a
means to specialized scientific ends. The
Soviets saw it as a logical evolution of the
socialist ideal, the extension of their ideol-
ogy not only throughout the world but
throughout the universe.
In 1957 through 1961, the Soviets launched
not only the first sputnik but the first
manned space flight. The U.S. reaction was
a technically awesome chalienge: to land a
man on the moon and return him safely to
Earth, within less than ten years. NASA and
U.S. industry mobilized towards this end and
performed magnificent.y. We did this job in
juEt over eight years, and carried out a total
of six landings. Each Apollo mission accom-
plished more than its predecessor. Ameri-
can technological superiority was upheld in
the eyes of the world. The space flight
dream of the 20's and 30's had become
reality.
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During the Apollo years, far-reaching plan-
ning studies by NASA examined the future
of space technology and utilization. NASA
began inhouse studies of space stations in
1959. NASA funded an engineering study of
a space station as early as 1963. Other
studies evaluated reusable launch vehicles,
lunar bases, manned flights to Venus and
Mars, and automated exploration of all of
the planets. Some form of space station
occurred in most of these scenarios.
In 1968, as the Apollo program was nearing
its goal, NASA outlined an "integrated plan"
for space development, including a perma-
nent manned base on the moon and manned
exploration of Mars. The plan included a
standardized vehicle set, including a reus-
able launch vehicle, as well as a space
station in low Earth orbit.
Fiscal realities caused all of this plan to be
abandoned except the launch vehicle and the
space station. Phase B preliminary design
studies of a space shuttle and a space sta-
tion were begun over twelve years ago. The
inexorable fiscal vise then caused NASA to
choose between these two projects. NASA
chose the former, sensing that routine
manned access to space is an essential pre-
cursor to permanent presence.
As these events were occurring, NASA uti-
lized remaining assets from the Apollo pro-
gram to launch and periodically occupy a
temporary space staton, the Skylab. Vir-
tually all we in the U.S. know about long-
term human operations in space came from
this program that flew ten years ago.
Meantime, the Soviet Union, having lost the
race to the moon (and having then claimed
that they were never in it), proceeded with
their own space station program. After a
few years of difficulties and one fatal acci-
dent, the Soviet Salyut 6 operated success-
fully for several years, and has now been
superseded by Salyut 7. The Soviets have an
order of magnitude more manned space
flight experience than the U.S. and a grow-
ing lead. It will be 1985 before shuttle
flight crews accumulate the number of
flight days on orbit racked up just by the
210-day Salyut 7 mission in 1982.
NASA renewed space station concept design
studies in 1979. These efforts by the
Marshall and Johnson centers and their con-
tractors included some mission analysis but
emphasized design and operational con- --pts
and issues.
Perceptions of these space stations were
much different than the science laboratory
concepts of earlier years. Although science
was still present, other applications such as
transportation operations, construction of
large structures and spacecraft, mainte-
nance and repair of satellites, and develop-
ing space manufacturing technologies now
were seen as the predominant uses.
These studies, together with the initial suc-
cesses of the space shuttle and the ensuing
"what next" questions again raised the twin
issues of spy,=e station mission needs and the
role of humans in space.
To respond to these issues, NASA elected to
place with aerospace industry a series of
mission analysis studies. These were to
concentrate heavily on mission needs as
expressed by potential users of a space
stati-in. A broad sampling and diversity of
information was obtained by issuing a total
of eight contracts, and instructing the con-
tractors not to ex& ige data or results
during the course of th studies.
This report presents a summary of the mis-
sion analysis results obtained by The Boeing
Company.
STUDY OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the study were straight-
forward:
(1) To identify valid missions for a space
station as perceived by potential users;
(2) To set forth quantitative requirements
for a space station based on, and trace-
able to, the users' mission needs;
(3) To characterize and quantify the bene-
fits accruing to the users and to soci-
ety, should a space station be built and
placed in service;
(4) To specifically quantify the benefits of
human presence in space and comp:
Q
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these to the costs of supporting perma-
nent human presence in space, as com-
pared to serving the same mission needs
through unmanned space platforms and
spacecraft, together with the intermit-
tent human presence that accompanies
shuttle flight operations.
These results are to be used by NASA
as a basis for decision as to whether to
press forward with a space station
program.
SSUES ADDRESSED
this executive summary report addresses
the following issues:
o Identification and validation of mis-
sions: Who are the users? What are
their needs? When will they arise?
What are the benefits of a space
station?
o Benefits of manned presence in space:
Is manned presence beneficial? What is
the human ro e? Does the need for
manned pres( nce justify a space
station?
o	 Needed attributes and overall architec-
tures:	 How do user mission needs
reflect into specific needs for attri-
butes and architectural features?
o Requirements imposed on space station:
What are the time-phased mission and
system requirements?
o	 Selection of orbits: Where should we
fly?
o	 Space station architectural options:
Which architectural approaches are
attractive? Which ones are not?
a Technology selection: What technol-
ogies should be incorporated into the
initial space station? How can we
provide for technological advance?
o Program planning —
o	 Costs and benefits: What is the
range of program life cycle costs?
o Risk and cost avoidance: How can
we control risk and avoid unneces-
sary cost?
IDENTIFICATION AND VALIDATION
OF MISSIONS
Mission needs were developed by a combina-
tion of user contacts and literature search
as symbolizd by figure 1. The bulk of the
effort went into user contacts in order to
ensure a fresh, up-to-date, user-oriented
view of mission needs.
Our most effective means of obtaining a
broad scope of user input was through tele-
phone interviews. We found that our mis-
sion investigators could contact a wide
range of users and get the essential infor-
mation from each in a relatively few min-
utes. Letters, however, often went unan-
swered. In cases of high interest we under-
took visits to specific potential users to
gather data in greater depth. In certain
areas, such as communications spacecraft
and microgravity processing, we found that
subcontracts with potential users were es-
sential to developing a thorough understand-
ing of mission utility and benefits.
All user data inputs were compiled on mis-
sion data forms and recorded in a computer
data file. This provided the source record
from which the space station missions were
developed.
The mission data forms and related litera-
ture data provided a raw mission data set of
potential missions traceable to user needs.
This raw mission data set exhibited several
problems. Firstly, there was significant
overlap and duplication among different
mission categories. Secondly, although sci-
entific mission inputs were usually clear on
utility and purpose, this was not true in
some other areas. It was necessary for us to
make judgements as to whether each mis-
sion had a utility and purpose such that it
should be retained.
Thirdly, some of the user mission inputs had
little relationship to space station and did
not appear to represent valid space station
missions. Finally, many of the user needs
were stated in terms of objectives or sci-
ence results instead of instrument or equip-
ment requirements. We found it necessary
in those cases to matrix missions versus
instruments and equipment to avoid duplica-
tion and to identify instrument needs.
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LITERATURE SEARCH
USER CONTACTS
•
Telephone	 Visits
tnterviews
Subcontracts
Letten
Figure 1. Developing Mission Needs Data
This initial screening provided a set of valid
mission needs stated as mission require-
ments. We then applied additional screening
criteria, including judgements as to relative
priority and logical sequencing, combined
with cost analysis of mission equipment, to
initiate a process of disposition and schedul-
ing. This process considered orbital inclina-
tion, placement of the mission on a station
or on a free flyer, aggregation of individual
instruments and experiments into meaning-
ful space station payloads, identification of
servicing and support needs and crew
involvement. Finally, the missions and pay-
loads were prioritized and scheduled in
consonance with reasonable budgetary
expectations.
This interactive process, diagrammed in
Figure 2, resulted in a space station mission
manifest and traffic model. This mission
manifest featured aggregation of missions
into 46 logical payloads, such as an earth
observation pallet including eight insti u-
ments, and a life sciences research faciLty
responsive to dozens of individual life sc_
ences missions.
Figure 3 illustrates the final manifest
results for the science missions. Shown are
orbit inclination, the time period when the
mission is active, crew involvement needed
to conduct the mission itself or to service
the mission or equipment, the disposition as
to spacecraft type, and finally servicing
means.
Those missions described as carry-ons did
not require specific manifesting on space
transportation, but did demand space station
services.
SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS MISSIONS
Science and applications missions need
placement in high inclination and low incli-
nation orbits, as summarized in figure 4. A
high inclination space station would conduct
earth observation missions and plasma phys-
ics missions that need exposure to the auro-
ral zones. One radiation-oriented life sci-
ences mission was assigned to high inclina-
tion. Low inclination missions include
materials processing, life sciences, and
astrophysics and solar observations.
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Figure 2. Dewloping the Space Station Mission Manifest
TIMING CIIENIINVOLVEMENT
MISSION ORIMT
09
	 Ol PIACEMENT
SERVICING
MEANS10EG.) MISSION OPE SERVICING
EARTH OESERV 99 x x ON SPACE STA IVA/EVA
PALLET
SYNTH APERTURE 99 X x ON SPACE STA IVA/EVA
RADAR
LIDAR x x ON SPACE STA IVA/EVA
U/►ER ATM n x X ON SPACE STA IVA/EVA
SCI SUSSAT X FREE FLYER EVA
SPACE PHYS 99 x ON SPACE STA IVA/EVA
VLSI/COSMIC RAY N X ON SPACE STA IVA/EVA
RADIATION SIOL 99 X x CARRYON IVA
AUMAN LIFE SCI 29 x x CARRY•Ok IVA
SM MAMMALS 29 X x CARRY-0N IVA
PLANT DEV 29 x X CARRY411 IVA
UFE SCI RP 29 x x DEDIC MODULE IVA
CIE LSS MOO 29 x x DEDIC MODULE IVA
ASTROPHYS OES 29 x FREE-FLYENS EVA/TMS
ASTROPHYS PLAT 2! X FF PLATFORM EVA/TMS
ASTRO/SOLAR CLUS 29 x X ON SPACE STA IVA/EVA
LARGE RADIOTEL 29 x FREE-FLYERS' EVA CONSTRUCT
EVA/ M5 SERV
Figure 3 Science Mission Disposition
Benefits of crew presence include instru-	 replacement, as is true today.
ment and equipment servicing, and direct
involvement in the missions themselves. 	 We found that most life sciences, and some
The principal categories of crew activities 	 materials, astro- and solar physics missions
are noted on the figures. A major benefit of	 are impractical without crew presence.
the space station is in manned servicing of 	 Crew presence also contributes to earth
instruments. This enables accumulation of 	 observation missions through selecting tar-
science assets in space over long periods of	 gets of opportunity and coordinating instru-
time instead of using most of the available	 ment operations.
science and applications funds on instrument
5
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• Benefits of crew presence:
• Instrument and.equipment servicing
(Predominant for Earth observation,
Palma Physics, and Astrophysics)
• Involvement in minion(Predominant in Materials Processin&
Life Sciences, and Solar Physics)
• Carry out experiments/act as
subjects
• Identify transitmt events and
coordinate inapuments
• Servicing enables accumulation of
instrument as ou rather than
replaeenrent.
• Most Life Sciences. some materials, some astrej
SOW physics missions impractical without crew
Presence.
F*" 4. Science sir Applications Mission Needs
COMMERCIAL MISSIONS
Materials processing dominates commercial
mission needs. We found crew involvement
to be essential for research and develop-
ment as well as for production servicing
operations. The role of manned pres-nce is
most important in the development of proc-
esses to enable rapid experimental progress.
The materials processing missions offer high
economic value and benefit.
We found that exploratory research can
readily be accomplished 'on shuttle flights.
Process development is most appropriate to
a laboratory attached to a space station.
Fully-developed processes in production may
best reside on dedicated platforms. For
example, semi-conductor crystal growth
needs very high power in the production
phase. Accordingly, it was allocated to a
separate free-flyer platform to avoid bur-
dening the space station power system with
its power demands.
could undoubtedly lead to commercial prod-
ucts. However, at the present state-of-the-
art we were able to identify only three that
have	 (1) definable	 market	 demands,
(2) known processes that offer significant
advantages over earth based processing and
(3) product values high enough to absorb the
high cost of space transportation. These are
special semi-conductors, pharmaceuticals,
and optical glass fibers. The market projec-
tions for these three areas are shown in
figure S and reach a cumulative market
potential on the order of ten billion per year
by the year 2000.
Whereas the market for each if these prod-
ucts is speculative and subject to certain
risks, it is indicative of the high economic
potential of materials processing in space.
One or more of these products may fall by
the wayside, but it is likely that others will
fall in place, especially if a space station
provides a materials processing laboratory
to permit intensive micro-gravity materials
research.
These missions need frequent shuttle flights
and were the principal reason for traffic
growth in the traffic model.
The space station enables some of these
missions and enhances all of them.
Hundreds of different materials processing
experiments have been proposed. 	 Many
To assess the benefit of a space station in
servicing of communication satellites, we
felt it was essential to go to a satellite
manufacturer for evaluation. Accordingly,
we subcontracted to RCA Astro-electronics
to investigate the utility of a space station.
RCA identified two applications:
DI $0-27477-1
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PHMMACEUTICAL DEMAND LESS DEFINED
• UVING CELLS BY ELECTROPHORESIS
• PROTEINS AND ENZYMES
a FISERS,	OPTICAL GLASB FIBERS DEMAND UNCERTAIN
• COMMUNICATIONS
*COMPUTERS
• INTERFERENCE-FREE PROCESSORS
NEED TO ASSESS PURITY IW SPACE
AND COMPARE TO EARTN-BASED PROCESSES.
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1. Reconfigurable direct broadcast satel-
litessPares. Present concepts for direct
broadcast TV employ one satellite to
cover each U.S. time zone. Each of
four active satellites will have a beam
shape appropriate to its particular time
zone. Because of the risk of unplanned
outage, "hot" spares must be available
in orbit. One spare is required for each
pair of time zones since it is possible to
include two antenna feeds on each to
create two beam shapes. Hot spares in
geosynchronous orbit are, of course, us-
ing up their propellant and lifetime
while waiting to be used in the event of
an outage.
2. Assembly and test of large aoerture
antenna platforms. RCA identified po-
tential reeds for future communica-
7
tions satellites with antennas up tc,
thirty meters in diameter as depicted in
the lower right of figure 6. The space
station provides the necessary crew
participation in the construction proc-
ess. The alternative is to use STS
revisits to satisfy the construction time
requirement. This is risky because
large antenna systems will have very
short orbit lifetimes unless attached to
a space station. Although we consid-
ered space shuttle revisits for construc-
tion in one scenario, we believe the
space station is enabling for large
antenna construction in low Earth orbit.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT .MISSION5
Our original set of technology development
missions numbered 76. Principal mission
categories included space structures, large
optics, flight controls, fluids, robotics, and
energy technology as noted in figure 7. The
number of missions was reduced to 33 by
screening for duplication and overlap and
by applying budgetary and scheduling
considerations.
The 33 missions divided into three cate-
i If a space station is available, a single
hot spare could be provided there.
Upon need for replacement, the proper
•	 feed horn could be installed and the
satellite quickly launched to the desti-
nation orbit. The satellite would
include integral propulsion for quick-
response launch.
Alternative is STS
revisits for con-
struction time.
30m
Space station is essentially enabib
for large antenna missions.
Model of large antenna
F
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Two applications identified by RCA
(1) Reconfigurable direct broadcast satellite spares-space station
provides: storage, installation of correct feedhorn. quick-
response launch.
(2) Assembly and test of large-aperture platforms space station
provides crew involvement in construction—
Ftpw 6. Communic dam Sats1/itw
• Original set of 76 candidate missions was cut to 33 by screening
and budgetary considerations.
• Space structures and optics, flight controls, fluids, robotics, and
energy technology identified as important.
• Space station is enabling fir 43% of these missions.
• Size and handling
• Support equipment needs
• Short life time in orbit
unless attached to space
station
• Extensive crew involve-
ment, e.g. for construc-
tion, calibration and test.
Fwm 7. Tkhnoiogy Dnw1opmnnt Misriom
gorses roughly equal in number. First were
environmental control and life support tech-
nology development missions, assigned to
the space station technology and de--elop-
ment program. These, if they required
flight testing, would be manifested on shut-
tle flights during the space station technol-
ogy or development programs. The other
8
two categories were those that could be
performed without a space station (at
greater cost) and those that require a space
station. Of the applicable technology devel-
opment missions identified, about half
require a space station.
Ttie space station is enabling for some of
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these missions because they require exten-
sive crew involvement, and because some of
them have very short orbit lifetimes unless
attached to a space station.
In comparing transportation requirements
with and without a space station (discussed
below), the short -lifetime missions were
retained for transportation requirement
comparison. But, in actuality, they are not
practical without a space station.
Military mission analyses are reported in
classified report as noted in the foreword.
Impact of potential military needs is not
addressed in this report.
THE PAYOFF
Although there is no single "smoking gun"
mission that by itself clearly justifies a
space station, the cumulative payoff of the
identified uses is impressive a,.-' (.,)mpelling.
Table 1 offers a summary.
We added the robotics device illustrated in
figure 8 to the mission set requiring space
station because of the need for crew
involvement time. A complementary set of
these missions included, in addition to
spacecraft robotic servicing technology,
spacecraft and upper stage servicing and
integration, and spacecraft and upper stage
maintenance activities. These missions
would develop a proper blend of crew use
and automation techniques to accomplish
?ffective servicing.
Accumulating scientific instruments through
servicing will lead to better understanding
of the earth's climate, atmosphere, oceans
and biosphere. These are issues of enormous
long-range practical importance, such as
CO2, climate and sealevel; long-range cli-
matic evolution; is the earth headed for
another ice age or could it become once
again semi-tropical as in eons past? What
is the mechanism, of sun/earth coupling? Do
sunspots influence climate? Can food pro-
duction keep up with earth's growing popula-
ROBOTICS	 ASTROMAST
ELECTRONICS 	 TILT. FAN, ZOOM CAMERAS	 /-
'0
CARRIER FOR
TOOLS ANDREFLACEMEN'
FARTS
OTHER MISSIONS
Operational missions were a fall-out of the
analyses described in the following section.
tion? Are the oceans in danger of being
severely damaged by pollution as some peo-
ple fear?
END EFFECTOR
Figuiv 8. Spwwratt Robotic Seivicer
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Table 1. The Payoff
• Better understanding of Earth's climate, atmosphere, oceans, biosphere.
• COZ, climate, and sea level 	 Trillion-
Ice age versus semitropical	 dollar
• Food production and health of our oceans
	 issues
• Sunlearth coupling
• Better understanding of our solar system and universe
• Beginnings and endings
• High energy processes and new phenomena
• An added dimension for life sciences and materials research
• Cutting edge of high-tech. industrial technology
• Pharmaceuticals: New drugs and biological products
• Semiconductors: Ultrahigh speed and electro-optical
computers; next-generation sensors
• "Super" glasses for optical fiber and laser applications
• Large antennas and optics in space
• Robotics
• Higher productivity for space transportation
Servicing and accumulation of science
instruments will also oermit a better under-
standing of our solar system and universe.
Although not of immediate direct practical
application, such knowledge is of enormous
cultural value.
Finally, a space station offers higher pro-
ductivity for space transportation.
BENEFITS OF HUMAN PRESENCE IN
SPACE
Freedom from gravity forces offers an
added dimension for life sciences and mate-
rials research. The potential payoffs for
life science research are much broader than
long-term spaceflight. This research could
lead to important new understandings of
basic biol-;ical processes and development,
things of great scientific and practical
value.
Research has demonstrated the importance
of removing gravitational forces for certain
materials processes. Economic benefits
from ,materials processing in space are
potentially huge. The main use of the •ace
station is in research and developm, . of
new processes, products and materials. A
space station could lead to the industrializa-
tion of low earth orbit with unprecedented
economic returns.
A space station will enable much more rapid
progress at the cutting edge of high technol-
ogy industry. Preser - U.S. technological
supremacy, a very i .sportant national goal,
will be enhanced by permanent human pres-
ence in low earth orbit.
We used a specific analytical procedure to
ascertain the benefits of human presence in
space. We could find no general high-level
methodology and were driven to a detailed
enumerative procedure of mission-by-
mission, year-by-year analysis.
Determining the mission payload manifest-
ing and space station accommodations needs
is a computation intensive process. Accord-
ingly, we used an automated procedure to
speed up the effort. This procedure carries
out the functions annotated in figure 9, to
assess transportation needs as well as space
station accommodations needs.
The results of these computations were
reviewed and assessed to correct errors, and
to generate and evaluate alternative sce-
narios. We created three scenarios. First
was a mission-needs-driven scenario; second
was a program-constrained scenario in
which missions were deferred -to slow the
rate of growth of space station needs; and
third was a scenario with no space station
but with automated platfcrms, to enable
V..
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figum 9. Determining Manifesting & Accommodations Needs
evaluation of the benefits of manned
presence.
DOD shuttle utilization was not included in
the traffic model results shown in figure 10.
SHUTTLE TRAFFIC 'MODEL RESULTS
An important aspect of our benefits analysis
was quantifying the influence of the space
station on transportation operations. This
influence comes about in two ways:
improvement in shuttle manifesting effi-
ciency, and reduction of shuttle time on
orbit. In this discussion, net results are
presented first, followed by explanation of
space station/ transportation interrelation-
ships.
In order to estimate the quantitative benefit
of the space station to space transportation
operations, a no-space -station scenario was
assembled. In this comparative scenario,
crew involvement in mission operations was
deleted to avoid unrealistic stressing of the
space transportation system. Although cer-
tain missions are probably impractical with-
out a space station, e.g., technology devel-
opment missions and large structures appli-
cations missions, they were included in the
comparison in order to obtain a valid meas-
ure of the benefits of a space station to
transportation operations.
11
The availability of the space station reduces
the number of shuttle flights required to
service the mission model by 10 to 12 flights
per year.
Requirements on the shuttle fleet imposed
without a space station include additional
stay time on orbit as well as additional
flights. Consequently, the number of ve-
hicles required to service the mission model
increases from roughly six to roughly nine as
shown in figure 11. This indicates that the
space station offers about 50% improvement
in the shuttle fleet productivity.
The fleet size calculations were based on a
35 day turnaround with no operating margin,
no time for moving shuttle orbiters between
east and west launch sites, and without
consideration of DOD traffic.
These mission requirements are heavily
driven by the commercial materials process-
ing missions. That activity accounts for
most of the growth in flight rate and fleet
requirements from the 1990 to post 2000
timeframe.
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requirements is less than might be expected.
The result for 12 manned OTV flights to
GEO per year is shown in figure 12. The
number of additional shuttle flights required
to support this level of manned OTV opera-
tions ranges from 10 down to roughly 5 or 6
as other traffic increases. This modest
impact is ar, outcome of heavy propellant
delivery requirements for the manned OTV
operation. Opportunities are presented for
mixed manifesting of propellant and payload
delivery, thus improving the shuttle mass
load factor.
We found TMS to be a very important ele-
ment of overall space station architecture.
If TMS were not available, the formation-
flying platforms would all require precision
self-propulsion for periodic revisits to the
space station.
The presence of a space station relieves the
shuttle of flights dedicated to orbital serv-
icing. Manifesting can be more efficient.
Less time for the shuttle on orbit is
required. These factors add up to roughly a
5016 improvement in shuttle fleet productiv-
U• A 0 0
YEAR
Figure 12 Manned GEO Operations Impact on Transportation
This analysis included shuttle external tank
scavenging to improve propellant delivery
effectiveness. ET scavenging was included
on those missions where payload bay space
and shuttle lift capability permitted it.
The level of satellite and commercial plat-
' form servicing included in our mission model
results in a greater number of TMS opera-
tions than OTV flights as shown in figure 13.
The TMS operations, of course, require rela-
tively little propellant compared to OTV
operations; the typical TMS operation
consumes less than 1,000 kilograms of
propellant.
ity. A significant contribution to this is the
eventual use of space based upper stages to
aid in realigning payload mass and center of
gravity characteristics through mixed pro-
pellant and payload delivery.
The interrelationships between the space
station and launch systems are summarized
in figure 14.
We did not carry out specific analyses of use
of shuttle-derived cargo vehicles in these
scenarios. Our results indicate three appre-
ciable benefits. Most significant is shuttle
fleet relief and provision of operating mar-
1900 91 92 93 94 96 M 97 90 M 2000 01 02 03 00 09
.	
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• Shuttle
• Relieved of flights dedicated to orbital servicing
• More efficient manifesting
• Las time on orbit
Roughly SO% improvement in fleet productivity
Low-density Erbix-ellantPayload	 er Space-based upper stage aids
manifesting—mass & CG
by permit!ing mixed propellant/
payload delivery
• Shuttle-Derived Carsto Vehicle
• Fleet relief and operating margin
• Propellant and oversize payload delivery
• No specific heavy-lift requirement identified.
Figure 14. Space Station/Transportation 1niem1arionships
gin. Many of the payloads delivered to the
space station could be delivered by an
unmanned launch vehicle with THIS opera-
tions to secure the payload and bring it to
the space station. In scenarios with a high
level of OTV or manned OTV activity, bene-
fits would accrue from using the shuttle
derived vehicle for propellant delivery.
We did not identify oversize payloads, but
anticipate that the futur = will lead to at
least a few.
cargo vehicle should be sized to maximize
fleet relief, operating margins, and cost-
effectiveness.
There are several existing, planned, and
contemplated upper stages for space trans-
portation operations. These are summarized
in table 2. Typical applications are noted
and potential space station utility is de-
scribed. A checkmark signifies likely bene-
fit, and a bullet signifies dubious or uncer-
tain benefit.
We did not identify specific heavy lift
requirements that would place a firm
requirement on lift capability greater than
:hat of the shuttle. 	 The shuttle-derived
It is important to recognize the potential
benefit of assembly to alleviate shuttle CG
problems. If several small u pper stages such
as P q Ms and 55 115s with their associated
14
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i aoie a space srarion/ i ransportation interrelationstups( upper 5tagesl
Upper Stage Typical Applications Potential Space Station Application
PAMs and SSUSs Geo transfer payload delivery Holding for longitude drift
Assembly to help shuttle CG
lUS Geo payload delivery • On-orbit storage?
i-ENTAUR Geo/planetary payload delivery • Payload deploy or assembly?
TOS Geo transfer payload delivery Holding for longitude drift
Assembly to help shuttle CG
Reusable TMS Free-flyer science subsztellite Other leg of mission
Satellite delivery TMS control /basing
Satellite servicing -mannedorunmanned 3 TMS/servicing operations base
Low-thrust Geo transfer delivery Spacecraft deploy/assembly /checkout
Reusable Ground- Geo transfer or GEO delivery Hold for shuttle retrieval
based OTV Spacecraft deploy/assemble/checkout
Reusable space- Geo transfer or Geo delivery Space Basing:
based OTV Manned Geo Access Propellant storage and transfer
OTV .:adntenance
Crew cab maintenance
ET scavenged propellant storage
payloads are loaded in the shuttle payload
bay, a CG problem exists. However, if the
relatively dense propulsion stages are
grouped in the back of the payload bay and
the less dense payloads in the front; the CG
situation is improved.
The importance of the TMS to the servicing
aspects of space station operations, as well
as other functions is evident.
We foresee eventual evolution to a reusable-
space-based OTV, with the space station
providing the services indicated.
A way to summarize the benefits is the
following:
One can compare the cost of su pporting a
mission model with a space station and with
automated platforms where additional bur-
dens are placed on space transportation.
The cost of crew workdays on orbit varies
widely depending on the circumstances
under which the workdays are provided. If
crew time can be provided simply by keep-
ing the space shuttle on orbit after it has
delivered a payload, the cost is relatively
low, that of retaining the shuttle on orbit at
roughly a million dollars per day. If addi-
tional shuttle flights must be scheduled sim-
ply to provide additional crewtime on orbit
then the crewtime cost must amortize the
cost of shuttle launch and becomes at least
ten times as expensive.
Comparing t) a space station, we found that
a minimum space station program would
provide accommodations for approximately
5 crew. One crewmember would be (on the
average) invo!^,ed in operating the space
station and nut available as useful work-
force. This minimum space station would
cost between 800 million and a billion dol-
lars a year to support, including a 5 year
amortization of initial costs, shuttle trans-
portation costs to service the space station
plus mission control costs. These costs are
discussed in more detail later in the
document.
The space station cost is essentially fixed no
matter how small the actual requirements
for space crew worktime. For minimal crew
on-orbit needs, the space transportation sys-
tem is the less expensive solution. How-
ever, if the time required on orbit exceeds a
certain amount relative to the number of
available shuttle flights per year, a space
station becomes the less expensive solution.
Our current mission model crew needs wi zn
and without space station are cross plotted
on the shuttle cost characteristic curves in
figure 15. If a space station is available,
much crew worktime on orbit is invested in
il-
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mission experiments and mission operations.
Shuttle, manifesting is relatively efficient
and fewer flights are required. The second
curve shown is the crew worktime on orbit
without the space station. Shuttle flights
for this mission model were counted only
when they were not scheduled purely to
provide additional crewtime on orbit. In
either case, the crewtime versus shuttle
flight requirement characteristic curve is in
the region where the space station is the
cost-effective solution.
The final remaining issue is that of estimat-
ing crew needs. The crew demand results
used to obtain the above results were
derived by making crew task assignments to
each payload and mission on an individual
basis. The criteria are summarized in table
3. Crew involvement in mission conduct
was assigned only if stated as needed by the
mission user or mission investigator. Pay-
load and mission servicing were normally
assigned crew involvement as necessary in
view of the fact that most such servicing
will be unscheduled maintenance. Similar
factors are true in the construction, check-
out, and test of large space structures.
Each construction job will be different than
its predecessors.
Upper stage turnaround and materials proc-
essing development require specific humar.
skills not expected to be available through
automation or robotics in the timeframe of
interest.
Strong dependence on automation for rou-
tine tasks and functions in space station
housekeeping was assumed in order to ;ree
up crewtime for useful tasks that could not
be automated.
As a cross-check, we prepared a forecast of
robotics and machine intelligence capabili-
ties in the mid 1990's to judge the validity
of the criteria used to assign crew tasks to
missions and payloads. It is presented in
table 4. We concluded that the task assign-
ment criteria were valid. The uses of the
crew assumed in this study will not be
practical for robotics or automation in the
timeframe of interest.
To recap and summarize the benefits of
manned presence: new functions and mis-
sions not practical to automate and func-
tions that will improve productivity of utili-
zation of space in the future. Table 5 lists
the principal functions, benefits and certain
elated issues.
16
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Now
Natural
Language
Understanding
Dexterity
Mobility
Eye-Hand
Coordination
Voice word recognition for program control
and data entry
Limited "recognition" of simple sentence
meaning from keyboard input
Simple graspers wish tactile feedback
Reasonable analogs of human arm
Very "weak" for their mass; slow
Experimental—in practical applications.
work is broughtto machine
Recognition and pick-up of isolated
geometric objects
_
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Table 3 Why Man? Criteria for Assigning Crew Tasks
PRINCIPAL TASKS
RANGE OF
MANDAYS/ USER
IMPRACTICAL TO AUTOMATE
TASK REQUIRES HUMAN
TASK PREFERENCE NO LEAD TIME VISION, JUDGMENT, OR
MANIPULATIVE SKILLS
CARGO OFFLOAD 1-2 X
SCIENCE MISSION 5-30 X INTERACTIVE
INVOLVEMENT* RESEARCH
PAYLOAD/MISSION 1 — 80 X UNSCHEDULED X
SERVICING • MAINTENANCE
CONSTRUCTION OF LARGE 1-300 TROUELEENOOTING TEST AND CHECKOUT
SPACE STRUCTURES
PAYLOAD DEPLOY ASSIST
UPPER STAGE TURNAROUND 5-80 X
MATERIALS PROCESSING 90-365 INTERACTIVE
DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH
• AUTOMATION ASSUMED FOR ROUTINE TASKS AND FUNCTIONS
Table 4- Robotics and Machine Intelligence Evaluation
Mid-1990's Projection
English programming and data entry with
predefined vocabulary and subject matter
Some Q&A capability to ensure correct
interpretation
No ability to deal with unexpected
Reasonable analogs of human hands &arms
Improvemer.ts• in strength and speed but
still far inferior to human
Practical in structured environment; e.g.,
fiat factory floor with negotiable obstructions
Recognition and manipulation of practical
objects; e.g., nahine and electronics parts
Doubtful ability to carry out complex tasks
such as installing a connector
Creative	 No capability	 Doubtful Requires conceptual breakthrough
Thinking	 followed by extensive R&D
and Judgment
CONCLUSION: The tasks we have assigned to crew are not practical for robotics/automation in
the time frame of interest.
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Table & Benefits of Manned Presence
Function Benefit Related lama
Maintenance • Reduced equipment cost *Capturing cost savings
and Repair • Enhanced availability and life potentials
Real-time mission • Reacting to unexpected or transient • Designing mission and
involvement events instruments to take
e Discovery, insight, & understanding advantage
Lab operations • Difficult or impossible to automate + Lab equipment at space
• Research progress not paced by station
shuttle raflight schedule • Crew skills
Construction, e Difficult -ir impossible to automate • Role of EVA
Assembly, Tat • Simplify oesigns compared to • Design to capture benefits
Checkout, complex deployment • Low-thrust tramfer to
Modification • Stiffen structures final destination
of large systems a Foal tat and correction in space
NEEDED ATTRIBUTES AND OVERALL
ARCHITECTURES
Our automated analysis procedure summed
the crew needs by mission type and by
function. For low inclination missions, the
principal crew involvement need exists for
servicing and conduct of commercial mis-
sions. The crew use in science and applica-
tions was primarily for mission involvement,
primarily for life sciences missions. Opera-
tions involvement included shuttle and space
transportation servicing.
C F«w involvement by function was predomi-
nantly servicing, and secondarily mission
operations or transportation operations
depending on the. timeframe of interest.
The construction activity was the least of
the various crew needs identified.
est in materials processing was surprising to
us. This interest is presently deterred by
perceived uncertainties and risk, and per-
ception of many years' further research
required before major payoffs. It is likely,
however, that an initial commercial market-
ing success for a space-produced material
will very quickly transform much of this
latent interest into active interest.
Potential benefits for a space station to
large commercial communications satellite
were identified and verified by RCA.
The significance of servicing cost benefits
for science is in providing the opportunity to
accumulate rather than simply replace
space science assets, offering improvement
in space science productivity.
The results are shown in figure 16. At about
312 mandays per year, low inclination crew
needs grow to more than 20 people.
Figure 17 presents a summary of the same
results for the high inclination mission.
Again servicing predominated as a mission
involvement. The high inclination crew
needs in total man days per year are approx-
imately 115 of those at the low inclination.
Table 6 summarizes the new insights to
needed space station attributes needs gained
from the present study.
The magnitude of latent commercial inter-
The benefits of a small high inclination
space station for earth observation missions
and the importance of reaching higher alti-
tudes for a low inclination space station to
service astrophysics missions were both new
findings. Also, it now appears practical to
achieve the higher altitudes by direct inser-
tion space shuttle flights.
We were able to quantify needs for tools,
equipment and laboratories to realize the
benefits of manned presence: and identify
three distinct laboratory module functions.
Finally, we accomplished the initial specific
quantification of benefits of manned pres-
ence reported above, something not accom-
18
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Table 6 A'ew Insights to Specs Station Missions Needs
• Magnitude of latent commercial interest in materials processing—
deterred by uncertainty of access and timing.
• Acceptance of benefit of space station to large commercial
satellites.
• Significance of servicing cost-benefits for science—accumulation
rather than replacement of assets.
• Importance of high4nclination missions for earth observation
• Importance of higher altitudes (500 km versus 370 km) for
astrophysics missions.
• Accessible by direct injection.
• Importance of tools and equipment to realize benefits of manned
presence.
• Need for three distinct lab module functions.
• Science operations
• Vivarium
• Diagnostics laboratory
• Magnitude of electrical power demand
• Initial quantification. of benefits of manned presence.
plished in earlier studies.
	
	 REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED ON SPACE
STATION
Specific needs for space station attributes
and architectural characteristics are further 	 Mission needs results indicated that we
elaborated in table 7.	 should have both low inclination and high -
Tabk Z Needs for Au butes and Art:hitrmnr Charaetsristics
Source.or Rationale
Fly in low inclination low earth orbit
Fly in high inclination low earth orbit
Fly either earth-oriented or inertial
General purpose lab plus returnable tab
Formation fly with free-flyers
Generous workshop and warehouse
space
Mobile crane or RMS
Hangars
Multiple berthing ports
Securable control room
Autonomy
Minimum resupply
Safe haven and redundancy
Separate work and free-time areas
electric
Operations missions; servicing astrophysical
observatories.
Scientific and national security missions
Science missions
Science missions
Science and commercial missions
Need to minimize tninsportation charges for
diverse science missions
Operations and construction missions
Operations and national security missions
Mission diversity
Accommodation of classified missions
National security missions
National security minions
Crew safety
Crew well-being
user requirements
20
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:nclination capability. The high inclination
missions use the crew mainly for instrument
repair and secondly for mission operations.
The space station serves primarily as an
instrument platform and needs a crew of
four.
Low inclination missions were much more
diverse requiring a variety of crew involve-
ments as noted in table 8. We observed
needs for crews greater than 20 in number
in the post 2000 timeframe. Accommoda-
tion of this number of people may best be
achieved by ultimately having two space
stations in low inclinations, one aimed pri-
marily at operational needs and the second
aimed at scientific needs.
requirements may be limited by the space
station program rather than by the evolution
of mission needs.
We did not make specific estimates of the
data requirements for space station because
we do not believe that the input data were
sufficiently valid to set a specific require-
ment for data handling capability. The
appropriate program approach appears to be
one of providing as much data handling
capability as the state-of-the-art permits,
not being driven by aggregated user require-
ments which could easily be off by an order
of magnitude at the present state of
knowledge.
FaDNt 1!. MISSIOn Influences Of HegUIrMents and AfrhlteCture
• Missions are clustered around sun-synch and low inclinations. Architecture
needs to accommodate both.
• High inclination missions use crew mainly for instrument repair secondarily
as mission operator. Space station is instrument platform. Crew of 4.
• Low inclination missions are diverse. Variety of crew involvements. Space
station is:
• Instrument platform
• Laboratory
• Operations and servicing base
• Construction facility
• Crew size starts at 4 — 6, grows to 20.
• Flexible, modular architecture needed to satisfy diversity of needs.
• High inclination missions need radiation shielding.
T'
The high inclination mission is subject to
solar flare radiation in the event of a solar
flare and the system architecture needs t3
provide space for a radiation shelter fcr the
high inclination mission.
Figures 18 and 19 summarize the space
station mission - imposed requirements for
low and high inclination missions for the
mission-driven scenario.
A second scenario, space-station-program-
limited, deferred some of the missions to
reduce the rate of build-up of power and
crew support requirements. 	 Thus the
accommodation of space station mission
SELECTION OF ORBITS
,he projected STS payload lift capability
shown in figure 20 was supplied to by
JSC. The use of direct insertion ir. .rases
the altitude capability at nearly full payload
to the range of current interest.	 (500
kilometers is 270 nautical miles.)
For high-inclination missions, the space sta-
tion altitude will be limited to about 400 km
(216 n. mi.) in order to lift payloads up to
about 30,000 lb.
In earlier studies, the space station altitude
was limited to 370 kilometers b y shuttle
21
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figure 20. ProiacW STS Lift Capability
performance considerations. Since that
time, NASA investigation of direct injection
operations for the space shuttle has offered
the capability to operate a low inclination
space station at about 500 kilometers alti-
tude and a high inclination station at about
400 kilometers altitude. The higher altitude
is very important . (;r servicing of astrophys-
ics missions since the space station and
• these missions must fly at the same altitude
to provide on-demand servicing. The higher
altitude reduces drag by roughly an order of
magnitude as compared to the lower alti-
tude considered earlier. Consideration of
the selection of orbit makeup propulsion
technology should be opened for reconsider-
-	 atioi., as indicated in table 9.
Figure 21 is modified from the Space Opera-
tion Center orbit selection results. It repre-
sents an eight-man space station with
approximately 50 kilowatts electrical power
capability. During the SOC studies the
= shuttle performance was limited to 370 kilo-
meters without an OMS kit (direct insertion
was not considered). The SOC nominal
altitude is spotted on the curve.
With direct insertion we can expect to
attain about 400 kilometers sun-synchronous
and about 500 kilometers for low inclination
orbits. This reduces the drag and orbit
makeup propellant significantly.
The propellant usage plotted is for mono-
propellant I ydrazine at an If P of 230 sec-
onds. Usage ter other propellant combina-
tions can be adjusted according to specific
impulse. For example, the NASA neutral
atmosphere at 500 kilometers would require
approximately 4 kilograms per day of hydra-
zine or a little less than 2!4 kilogram:. per
day of water, using water electrolysis 02f12
gas propulsion, or about 5 yz kilograms per
day of CO2 if the latter is electrically
heated to develop a specific impulse of
about 170 seconds.
The available CO2, is CO2 is not recycled
within the ECLSS system, is spotted on the
chart at the level of the hydrazine equiva-
lent. Thus, the available CO2 would nearly
always be sufficient to maintain the orbit in
the low inclination case and about half the
tame sufficient in the high inclination case.
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Table 9. Orbit Altitude
SOC Studies:
Altitude was limited to 370 km by shuttle performance
without OMS kit.
New Options:
	
Fast	 Polar
Direct insertion —	 SOO km 400 km
TMS d: crew cab — any altitude permitted by radiation
(about 600 km).
Space station must be at same altitude as serviced spacecraft
for o"emand servicing.
500 km is above most UV air glow — important for space
telescope.
Greatly enhances space station utility for observatory
servicing.
S00 km reduces drag by an order of magnitude compared
to 370 km.
Orbit makeup could use resistojet /ECLSS surpluses
Supplement with 0 2/H2 for densest atmosphere.
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• LOW INCLINATION STATION AT 500 KM
♦ ^^,	 • HIGH INCLINATION AT 100 KM
	
N	 • IF RESUPPLY INTERRUPTED, USE RESERVE
	
♦ ♦ 	 ^` `	 TO BOOST ORBIT AND FEATHER SOLAR ARRAYS
AVAIL CO2
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Figure 21. Propellant Usage m Altitude (8-Man Station at 5OkW)
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SPACE STATION ARCHITECTURAL
OPTIONS
The overall system architecture needed by
the year 2005, according to our mission
needs results, includes space stations at low
and high inclinations with several commer-
cial micro-gravity production platforms, a
cluster of astrophysics free-flyers and an
astrophysics platform. In addition, OTV's
are used to deliver payloads in high altitude
orbits and TMS's are used for relative access
between the set of space stations and for-
mation flying vehicles in low inclination
orbit.
The shuttle provides	 Earth-to-space
transportation.
The overall architecture is displayed in fig-
ure 22.
tions long before :mission requirements were
clarified and quantified. The analogy points
out that many influences on space station
architecture arise from constraints and fac-
tors other than mission accommodations.
These constraints were taken into account
throughout our architectural studies.
A further aid to architectural development
was the list of generic space station ele-
ments expected to be present in almost any
space station architecture, presented in
table 10. This list was derived from earlier
studies and from evaluation of available
space station requirements data from the
SOC studies. This list assisted us in devel-
oping the elements of space station
architecture.
Our architectural options definition began
by dividing the architectural options into
ASTROPHYSICS
OBSERATORIES
MANNED
...^	
TMS
SCIENCE B APPLICATIONS
SPACE'STATION
INDUSTRIAL
PROCESSING n
UPPER STAGES
111 OTV'S
^4h' .
GEO PLATFORMS
6 COMSATS
36,786 km
Figure 22. Eventual Architecture-Year 2005 (Scenario A-Mission Driven)
Early in the space station study we struck
an analogy between the architecture of
speculative office buildings as illustrated in
figure 23, and space station architecture, as
in figure 24. This analogy enabled us to
begin space station architectural investiga-
open and limited classes. The open class
accepted any technically feasible idea. It
included such things as external tank-
derived space stations, tether concepts and
large space stations launched on shuttle-
derived launch vehicles.
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0 Architecture
• Delivery envelope
• Zoning
• C.G.
• Plume impingement
• Array shadow
• Core functions
• Power and thermal control
• EC LS
• Hygiene
• Structure (strong back)
• Data link/comm.
• Circulation ( passageway )
• Planning
• Feasibility study
• Pre-Iease
• Marketing
• Fire regulations
• Safety regulations
• Construction specs
• Military
• Civil
• Special use (EVA)
• Budget
• We cycle cost
• Application
. Experiment
• Operation
• Storage/parking
• Economies of scale
n
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•C.. functions
• Mechanical/electrical
• HVAC
• Hygicrrc
• StruCUnrc
• I'hune
• Circulation (pcuple)
• Planning
• Feasibility study
• PM-lease
. Marketing
Utility Houk-up
• Architecture
• Physical boundaries ( property
lines)
• Zoning
• Height
• Use
• Setback
• Fire zone
• Safety code
• Building code
• Special use (handicapped)
• Budget
• We cycle cost
• Appeal ( particular clientele)
• Storage/parking
• Economies of scale
Figure 23. Speculative. Office Building An hitttmre
Figure 24. Sp" Station Architn wre
The limited class was derived from a prem-
ise. The premise was succinctly stated by
James Beggs last summer. It is included in
figure 25 and states that the space station is
permanent, manned, small at first, and as-
sembled and serviced by the space shuttle.
This premise places many constraints on the
space station. One of these, permanency, is
illustrated along with the premise in the
figure. The diagram shows how the attri-
26
bute of permanency, combined with orbit
altitude limitations and solar array power
requirements, leads to the sizing of an orbit
makeup propulsion system.
As we reviewed the open class options illus-
trated in figure 26, we found problems that
led to our decision not to recommend them
for early space station.
e)
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Table 10. Generic System Element List
• Habitat Module
• Command & Control Module
* Service Module
• Laboratory Module
• Supporting Elements
• Docking tunnel
• Airlock module
• General purpose support equipment
• Mobility/access systems
• Handling equipment
• EVA work station
• Turntable/tilt table system
• Umbilical system
• Storage systems
• Construction support equipment
• Cherrypicker
• Manipulator module
• Transportation support equipment
• Resupply and logistics support systems
• Logistics module
r
LIMITED
"1 BELIEVE THAT OUR NEXT LOGICAL STU IS TO ESTABLISH A PERMENENT
MANNED PRESENCE IN LOIN-EARTH ORBIT. THIS CAN BE DONE BY DEVELOPING
A MANNED SPACE STATION. IT WOULD BE SMALL AT FIRST, ASSEMBLED IN
ORBIT WITH MODULES CARRIED TO SPACE BY THE SHUTTLE.
JIM BEGGS, JUNE 23, 1982
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OPEN
• SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK
• TETHERS
0 SHUTTLE DERIVED LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Figure 25. We .Studied Two Classes of Architectum
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HLLV - LAUNCHED	 ET -EASED	 TETHERS
r
/ • DEFENDS ON MLLV	 • NO CLEAR NEED; NO MAJOR 	 • NO CLEAR NEED; NO MAJOR
	
^r AVAILAEIUTY - NEED
	 ADVANTAGES	 ADVANTAGES
	
FOR MLLV NOT CLEAR	 • CANT BE RETURNED TO
	 • ADOS FLIGHT CONTROL
• CANT SE RETURNED
	 EARTH IN SHUTTLE
	 COMPLEXITY
	
TO EARTH BY SHUTTLE
	 • LARGE INERTIAL	 • COMPROMISES ZERO-4
DIFFERENCES - DIFFICULT
	 ENVIRONMENT
TO POINT
NEEDS MORE STUDY
Figwv 26 AirhiWWfv Options Not Nccommended
A heavy lift launch vehicle would permit
orbiting a capable space station on a single
flight. However, such a system depends on
availability of the launch vehicle, for which
the timing is presently unclear. Further,
such a large system could not be returned to
the Earth by space shuttle if required for
overhaul or major repairs.
Similar objections were found regarding
space stations based on external tanks. A
modest space station can be designed into
the aft cargo compartment space of the
external tank, providing a relatively com-
modious habitat. However, we found no
clear need or major advantages. Like the
HLLV-launched space station, this one can't
be returned to Earth. It tends to have less
redundancy and backup capability in pres-
sure volumes than modular designs. Finally,
the external tank itself is a large object
with great inertial differences. Such a
system is difficult to fly inertially-oriented
as needed for some of the scientific mis-
sions. We concluded that for the configura-
tion depicted, approximately 20 Skylab CMG
sets would be needed to maintain inertial
orientation.
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There is a great deal of interest in tether
concepts. Tethers offer special capabilities
not readily obtained in other ways. How-
ever, based on the mission requirements we
identified, we found no major advantages
for tethers. A tethered system adds flight
control complexity (an issue already high on
the problem list). Most of the tethered
concepts would compromise the zero G en-
vironment necessary for materials proces-
sing and life sciences investigations.
Tethers could provide an economical means
of obtaining partial-G environments, impor-
tant to some life sciences research. Tether
systems need further study, but are not now
recommended as a baseline architecture for
an early space station.
We began our study of the limited-class
architectures by examining alternative
means of growth. Growth approaches are
important inasmuch as the early space sta-
tion will probably accommodate four people,
whereas the end-point system may need to
accommodate as many as 15 to 20. Similar-
ly, laboratory and other facility modules
will be added, solar array power must be
i^
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Increased, and accommodations for mission
payloads must increase.
We identified three generic means of
growth: planar, branched, and three-
dimensional. These three growth concepts
and their pros and cons are summarized in
figures 27, 28, and 29. The planar growth
means was selected as the most practical
and safest option.
Our discussions with representatives of
companies from other nations indicated po-
tential foreign contributions to an interna-
tional space station program as listed in
table 11. We attempted to make our archi-
tectural approaches compatible with such
foreign contributions in the event the
United States decides to undertake a pro-
gram with international content.
PRO	 CON
• AMPLE WORK SPACE FOR OPERATIONS
	 •INERTIAL DIFFERENCE OUTGROW CMG
• TWO OR MORE EGRESS PATHS 	 • CAPABILITY FOR INERTIAL ORIENTATION
• CAN BE ASSEMBLED BY SHUTTLE/RMS	 • EARTH ORIENTATION RESTRICTED TO
• FAIR TO GOOD THERMAL VIEW FACTOR 	 STATION PLANE IN ORBIT PLANE
• LIMITED GROWTH
Figure 27. Planar Growth
PRO
	
CON
• CAN GROIN INDEFINITELY	 *OPERATIONS WORK SP. CE CUT UP-
MOBILITY DIFFICULT
-MORE FLEXIBLE FOR INSTRUMENT POINTING
AND ATTACHMENT	 • LACK OF DUAL EGRESS PATHS VIOLATES
JSC SAFETY RULE
-FAIR TO GOOD THERMAL
-TENDS TOWARD LARGE INERTIA
DIFFERENCES
Figure ?B. Branched Growth
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PROtoll
• 1W0 OR MORE 101113E PATHS	 "Oft WORKSPACE RESTRICTED;
• INERTIAL SYMMETRY PERMITS 	 MOEILITY DIFFICULT TO
ALL ORIENTATKM	 IMPOSSIBLE
• DIFFICULT TO ASU MLE, KIT
RIM REACH OK
• POOR MODULE SURFACE THERMAL
VIEW FACTORS
•GROWTH IS LIMITED
Figurer 29. 3-Dimensio07al Growth
Table 11. Typical Foreign /nputs
Canada —	 Manipulator arm
ERNO —	 Lab modules
Resupply?
BA/Telefunken —	 Solar array
Dornier —	 Instrument pointing system
Thermal control
Crew accommodations
Aeritalia —	 "Can" structures
Japan
—	 Robotics
Resupply?
Lab mop ale
Free flyer platform
The result of our architectural investiga-
	 orbits). The flexibility is provided through a
tions was three recommended space station 	 number of different types of modules. The
architectures. One is an incremental ap- 	 second approach was a unified approach that
proach that provides a maximum of flexibil- 	 emphasized maximum commonality between
ity and adaptability for both high and low	 modules, permitting more rapid growth for
inclination orbits (and even high altitude
30
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the low inclination space station, but sacri-
ficing capability to operate in high inclina-
tion orbits because of the mass of its unified
module.
Finally, we developed a derivative free-
flyer platform derived from manned space
station architectural elements. The deriva-
tive version is not described in this summary
report.
We developed a great degree of design
detail. This was needed to support cost
analyses as well as mass properties, inertia,
and space shuttle center of gravity compati-
bility assessment. These details were
necessary to verify the viability of the basic
design strategies. The significance of these
architectural options is in the underlying
design strategies and not in the details. The
details represent point designs based largely
on our prior experience on earlier and con-
current space station studies, on engineering
judgement, and on technology considera-
tions. Our design details were not supported
by the full array of trade studies that would
be necessary to finalize space station con-
figurations at the level of detail depicted.
COMMAND & CONTROL -
• CREW "FLIGHT DECK"
• RADIATION SHELTER
• SPACESUIT STORAGE
• EMU RECHARGE
Figure 30 illustrates the incremental archi-
tecture arranged for high inclination opera-
tions. The service module would be
launched on the initial shuttle flight. The
next flight would deliver the command and
control module. A third would deliver the
logistics module and permit initial manning
of the space station with a crew of two or
three. A fourth flight would deliver the
habitat module to permit increasing the
crew size to four and allowing more gener-
ous crew accommodations. Mission pay-
loads, tunnels, and airlocks would be deli-
vered on additional flights. Depending on
the weight of the logistics module, the air-
lock could probably be delivered on the
logistics module flight.
These modules are sized to permit their
launch singly to high inclination orbits and
two at a time to low inclination orbits
where the shuttle has a much greater lift
capability.
Figure 31 shows a somewhat larger version
of the incremental high-inclination station.
LOGISTICS MODULE
• FOOD STORAGE
•GENERAL STORAGE A
•LIQUID/GAS TANKAGE(UNPRESSURIZED SECTION)
• WASTE MGMT FACILITY
• HAND WASH
BITAT MODULE
• OUIET END
•CREW OUARTERS
• URINAL Nt
SHOWER
*ACTIVE END
&GALLEY/ME=
*WARDROOM
*HAND WASH
*LIMITED FOOD
--•	 ^-	 STORAGE
• BACK-UP COMMAND h CONTROL
• ECLS (PRIMARY)
•EXERCISE AREA (TENTATIVE)
•` POWER SYSTEM
STATION CONTROL
•CMGS 12)
'THRUSTER BOOMS
• 02N2 STORAGE (EXTERNAL)
Incremental Architecture
TUNNEL 6
INSTRUMENT PALLET -
• MISSION ADAPTIVE
TO SCIENTIFIC AND
EARTH OBSERVATION
Figure 30.
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INETRLIMENT PALLET
DOCKIM PORT
SERVICE MODULE
1
o
"QUIET' IIAEITAT	 - - - - - -
MODULE
CRDti TUNNEL
AIRLOCK
T^ ^^ MND- CO A a CONTROL
IP HABITAT MODULE
Loolsna MODULE
figure 3f. Incremental Arc!» wectuns (Orbital Plane View)
This configuration might be used, for exam-
ple, if national security applications in this
orbit required additional crew members
(beyond the four identified for science and
applications missions).
The evolutionary end-point for the incre-
mental space station, sized to house a crew
of 15 people, to provide adequate laboratory
space, and to provide servicing of upper
stages is illustrated in figure 32.
The evolutionary end-point depicted needs
further analysis to assess compatibility with
required construction operations, and prac-
ticality from the standpoint of station
assembly, shuttle docking clearance, iner-
tias, and other operational factors. Based
on our SOC experience (which dealt with
substantially larger modules), we do not
believe that there are any problems with
this system in these areas, but the necessary
analytical procedures have not been
accomplished.
The unified space station architecture
shown in figure 33 relies on a single major
module configuration to provide both habi-
tat, work and laboratory space. The only
other space station module required is a
logistics module. Smaller articles include
platforms for mounting mission equipment
and upper stage servicing areas.
The unified module is too massive to be
launched to a high inclination orbit, except
by a shuttle derivative cargo launch vehicle.
The comparatively large size of the unified
architecture module permits a relatively
capable space station to be built up from
relatively few modules and shuttle flights.
This is shown in figure 34.
Note the use of side -berthing to provide
multiple egress paths and utility connections
between modules.
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Figure 32, Incremental Space Station Evolution End Point (Low Inclination)
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Figure 33. Unified Space Station(Earth Facing View)
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MASS PROPERTIES COMPARISON
Mass properties summaries are presented in
table 12 for the incremental architectural
service module anti command module, and
the unified architecture module. ► hese
summaries are based on detailed veight
estimates to be provided as a part , f the
study documentation. Growth was a located
as 336 of identified weight excepting for
the cabin shell and th e mission equipment.
The cabin shell was not included in the
growth estimate because the well thickness
is sized for collision protection. The mis.
sion equipment was not included because it
is relocatable.
CENTER OF GRAVITY S; ;: PATEGY
The permissible center of grav i ty limits of
the shuttle payload bay for heavy payloads
are quite narrow. The envelope is illustra-
ted in figure 35 together with approximate
lengths and shapes of the service module
and command module for the incremental
architecture. Also shown is a docking mod-
ule required in the payload bay if the shuttle
is to dock or berth with a space station.
Mass of this docking module was estimated
by Rockwell in the Space Operations Center
studies as 4,000 lbs. or 1.85 metric tons.
The service module and command module
weights are variable depending on location
and disposition of mission equipment and the
quantity of orbit makeup propellant loaded
into the system for the initial :aunch. By
shifting the relocatable mission equipment
into the command module for launch the
combined CG range can be brought within
the shuttle CG envelope.
The strategy for complying with shuttle
mass and CG limits for the incremental and
unified architectures for low inclination and
high inclination is further elaborated in
table 13. Weights presented are in pounds in
view of familiarity with shuttle perform-
ance capabilities in terms of pounds of
transportation weight.
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Incremental Architecture	 m	 Architecture
Ite _
Structures	 3S62	 78S2	 2981	 6571	 r,6798	 14987
k9
	
lb	 kg	 lb	 k j	 lb
Cabin Shell 	 3104	 6843	 2142	 4722	 4236	 9339
Other	 458	 1009	 839	 1849	 2S62	 5648
Mechanisms	 S46	 1203	 164	 361	 408	 899
Thermal Control	 684	 1507	 831	 1832	 1364	 3007
Auxiliary Prop	 919	 2026	 0	 0	 587	 1294
Ordnance	 12	 26	 32	 70	 10	 22
Electric Power 	 2609	 S7S1	 270	 595	 3478	 7667
GN&C	 720	 1 S87	 100	 220	 420	 926
Tracking &Comm.	 440	 907	 248	 S46	 6S3	 1440
Data Management	 17S	 38S	 S68	 1252	 481	 1060
Instrumentation 	 100	 220	 36	 79	 100	 220
w Accommodations
	
0	 0	 SO	 110	 306	 675
EC/L.SS	 829	 1827	 1475	 32SI	 1411	 4213
Mission Equipment	 3026	 6671	 70S	 ISS4	 1844	 406S
Fixed	 524	 i1S5	 73	 160	 100	 220
Refocatable	 2502	 SS 16	 632	 1394
	
1744	 3845
2690	 5930	 1522	 3355	 3854	 8497
 16312	 1 35961	 1	 8982	 1 19801	 1	 22214	 1	 48973
Cre
Growth
TOTAL
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Figure 35. Center of Gravity Strategy
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Table 13 Manic and CG Stretegy
LOW INCLINATION HIGH INCLINATIONOrTION ANSWEIGHED
CHANGES MARS CHANGES MASS
INCREMENTAL
SERVICE MODULE XA41 Le MOVE 6,000 Ls 30,851 La DELETE M.E. 3001 LE
MISSION LAUNCH W/O OM
EQUIPMENT TO
CM
COMMAND MODULE 19,801 La 24,001 DELETE M.E. 31,000 LB •
ADD RADIATION
SHELVA
STD 7-METER MODULE 24,600 LB • LAUNCH 2 - ALL 48,000 La LAUNCH 1 24,600 La
M.E. IN AFT
UNIFIED Wm LAUNCH WITH 4111	 7 NOT APPLICABLE
HEAVY END
AFT
• ROUGH ESTIMATE. DETAILED MASS ESTIMATE NOT PREPARED
TECHNOLOGY SELUMON	 Subsystem technology recommendations
were developed utilizing a matrix procedure
Our principal subsystem technology recom-	 in which technology selection interrelation-
mendations for high leverage technology	 ships as well as mission orbit altitude and
advancement are presented in table 14.	 growth considerations were considered. The
Table 14. Technology
High-Leverage Items
• Integrated 02-H2 (gas) system for electrical energy storage andpropulsion.
• Data Management - Packet-switching redundant networks. fiber
optics. Use the best available state-of-the-art.
• EC/LSS water loop closure to minimize resupply requirements
important for high-inclination missions.
• Communications Bandwidth - Provide for growth to millimeter -wave
and laser com.
• Set the "requirement" at what the state of the art can
deliver - Don't let it be a cost driver.
• Be wary of specifying digital color TV. State of the art
questionable. Potenti2l cost driver.
• Long life thermal coatings and alleviation of thermal coating
degradation problems through use of thermal storage and
steerable radiators.
,Automated housekeeping subsystems - Integration of automated
electrical, thermal and ECLSS subsystems using expert system
ues.
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complete matrix appears in volume 4 of our
final reports.
One item on the facing page merits further
discussion. It has been popular in the past
couple of years to consider incremental
closing of the EC/LSS water and CO2 loops.
This is argued to save money in early years
when crews and hence resupply require-
ments may not be large. However, we
recommend closing the water loop initially
to minimize resupply requirements because
this turns out to be very important for the
high inclination missions where shuttle
flights will be infrequent and lift capability
is small.
A second reason for this recommendation is
that if the engineering and integration
required to close these loops is deferred
until some hardware is in space, we may
discover integration problems very difficult
to solve by retrofit techniques. We believe
that such deferrals of basic developmental
and ntegration engineering create high
technical and cost risks for the program.
This consideration outweighs the relatively
modest savings that might be achieved by
deferring water loop closure.
One need not, of course, operate in the fully
closed mode until the equipment and water
purity are flight-proven.
There are several additional technology is-
sues that merit discussion as noted in tale
15.
Our space station configurations utilize
Astro-mast deployable solar arrays on masts
to place the solar array away from the
immediate space station open : ional area
and to reduce solar array shadowing for
Earth-oriented station operation. This leads
to structural modes with frequencies less
than 1/10  Hertz, and has raised a_ ncern that
precision pointing of instruments from such
a soft structure may be difficult or impos-
sible. The issue needs further assessment,
but at present pointing goals appear within
reach. Further study and assessment are
needed before we accept space station con-
figuration compromises simply to increase
stiffness.
We continued to assess external tank sca-
venging. It appears to be feasible as well' as
desirable for the era when the orbit transfer
vehicle is space based. However, it is not
attractive as an alternative to solar array
power. Using scavenged propellants with
fuel cells would result in severe resupply
requirements during a time when it is
important to minimize space station
demands on space transportation. It should
be further noted that earlier estimates of
space station power req!i cements are less
than mission needs estimates would
indicate.
We believe that autonomy and automation,
as well as standardization. have high lever-
ages or, initial and life-cycle cost for the
reasons stated.
To get a better appreciation for the stiff-
ness issue, we conducted an initial evalua-
tion of controller bandwidth requirements to
aciJeve given attitude stabilities. Our nom-
inal pointing stability goal is 5 arc seconds.
We find that if the controller bandwidth is
restricted to frequencies significantly below
the solar array nodal frequencies deter-
mined for the SOC, the 5 arc seconds cannot
be obtained unless one uses an instrument
subplatform like the Dornier IPS to improve
instrument pointing, as shown in figure 36.
Further analysis is needed to as: -^ the
degree to which solar array stiffness car. ye
increased without making MLjor configura-
tion concept change-. Potential avenues
include rigid panels :natead of Astromast-
deployed panels, and using stays and spread-
ers to increase mast stiffness.
One mission need frequently stated by users
was for a low contamination environment.
One approach is to put contamination sensi-
tive systems on a free-flyer platform. This,
however, complicates servicing operations
and requires EVA for essentially all
servicing.
We considered several measures to reduce
space station contamination environments
to a level acceptable for mission operations,
as tabulated in table 16. Orbit makeup
propulsion could be provided by resistojets
using either hydrogen or EC/LS surpluses.
At the 500-kilometer altitude for the low
inclination station, infrequent orbit makr•ip
maneuvers at higher thrust could utilize the
i0tegrated hydrogen/oxygen system we
recommended.
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Table 15. Other Technology Issues
• Stiffness and Flight Control
• This issue needs further assessment. Pointing goal appears
within reach.
• ET Scavenging
• Appears feasible and desirable for space-based cryo OTV
• Not attractive as an alternative to solar array power
• Autonomy and automation - High leverage on life cycle cost
Automation should be used to reduce crew workload
and eliminate dependence on large cadre of ground
mission controllers. Put the flight crew in charge
(like an airplane crew).
• Standardization - High leverage on life cycle cost
• Use industry standard hardware and software
wherever practical. Space qualify as necessary.
• Unique/special designs require support of spares
program over life of program.
0
0	 OOi	 Ob1	 OAE	 00E	 0.10
CaNMUAR EANOMIIOTII IN N:
Figure 36. Space Station Deflection as a Function of Controller Bandwidth
Airiock outgassing is a source of contamina-	 the airlock door is open, outgassing will
tion. Even though airlocks wil be pumped	 emanate from the airlock walls for a signifi-
down to conserve atmosphere, the minimum	 cant time. it is important to locate airlocks
practical pressure will be 1/2 to 1 psi. When 	 to eliminate direct paths from the airlock
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Table 16. Contammination Strategy
• Resistojets using H2 and EC/LS surplus
• Location of airlocks
• Ice pack suit
e No vent toilet
• Low leakage design
• CMGs
interior to sensitive instruments.
Elimination of the water boiler from the
EVA suit is important. Also, the present
shutt•e toilet vents water vapor and other
contaminants overboard. We need a no-vent
toilet.
Pressurized modules should be designed for
I ow leakage. Historically, space station
leakage specifications have been -set at the
resupply nuisance level, e.g. several kilo-
grams per day. The leakage specification
should be reduced to that consistent with
good manufacturing and quality control.
The space operations center concept
employed a principal-axis flight mode that
was normally gravity ,table together with
attitude control thrusters to provide control
authority when needed. The combination of
need for low contamination and precision
pointing leads to a requirement to provide
control moment gyros on the station for
normal attitude control operations reserving
the use of thrusters for situations when high
control authority is needed.
PROGRAM PLANNING
Our cost estimates for space station were
derived assuming conventional space prac-
tices, i.e. we used a history-based paramet-
ric cost model without imposing any special
assumptions. There is, however, evidence
that significant cost savings might Lie
achieved relative to our nominal estimates.
Our estimates assumed adequate definition;
that is, we did not include cost penalties for
excessive change activity. We also assumed
that requirements that stressed the avail-
able state of the art would not be accepted.
Parametric cost models include environment
or "platform" factors that skew the cost
estimate. In the RCS PRICE model,
"manned space" is the most costly environ-
ment of all. Other environments such as
unmanned space or military aircraft are
much less costly. This suggests that a
careful review of specifications, standards
and practices should be carried out to iden-
tify and eliminate those that are more cost-
ly than the benefit they provide.
Autonomy and maintainability will have
such a lar ge impact on life cycle cost that
improper attention to either could negate
space station economic benefits, which
hinge on reasonable operational costs. Simi-
larly, specification of a unique design where
an industry standard could serve will have a
severe impact on cost of maintaining a
spares program. The issue is not new versus
old technology, but how widely spares pro-
duction and sustaining engineering costs are
shared.
Finally, we were exposed to one study that
indicated thirty percent of the cost of a
typical government program was in compila-
tion of reports. The implication was that
these were reports specified by contracts
but not essential to accomplishment of the
programs.
A summary of cost drivers is presented in
table 17.
The costing assumptions we used are sum-
marized in table 18.
We updated all of our space station cost
estimating data base to 1984 dollars and
plotted the results as shown in figure 37.
This permitted the use of high-level curve
fits to estimate the costs of modules such as
airlocks that were not estimated in detail.
These data include modules defined by the
SOC study, Boeing [R&D, and the present
space station ^ study.
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ITEM
IMPACT ON
COMMENTSOOT%E INVESTMENT SPARE i OPERATIONS
SUPPORT
INADEQUATE 7 BUT ?BUT l BUT 7 BUT SOME COMPARISON STUDIES
DEFINITION; HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HAVE SUGGESTED FACTOR OF 2
EXCESSIVE REOTS BUT NO REAL BASIS TO COMPARE
SPECS AND 100% 100% MODERATE LOW
STANDARDS
AUTONOMY LOW TO LOW MODERATE VERY HIGH FAILURE TO IMPLEL. IT COULD
MODERATE FAVORABLE FAVORABLE NEGATE SPACE STATION BENEFITS
UNIQUENESS VS 10% 10% FACTOR OF 7 ISSUE 13 NOT NEW VS OLD
INDUSTRY STANDARD 2 TO 6 TECHNOLOGY
PAPER 30% 30% 7 7
MAINTAINABILITY 10% 10% LOW HIGH TO FAILURE TO IMPLEMENT COU, .D
EXTREME NEGATE SPACE STATION BENEFITS
Table 18 Casting Assumptions
1984 dollars
No schedule problems
Good definition
Normal specs and standards
Industry standard where practical
Normal paperwork
25% spares
Zi sets support equipment
Support equipment complexity factor 1.5
SE&I and ground test complexity factor 2.0
One prototype production unit used for
integration testing
Data are presented as defined in the para-
metric cost models, i.e. as DDT&E and unit
costs.
Hardware acquisition and other costs are
summarized in table 19. In this tabulation,
manufacturing costs associated with DDT&E
have been transferred to the DDT&E
column. A nominal contractor fee of 10°6
has been added (most cost models estimate
cost, not price). These include a test unit
for each module and nonrecurring manufac-
turing costs such as tooling.
Additional DDT&E charges are shown for
subsequent unit acquisition, recognizing that
these will not be identical to prior -units.
The additional charges were roughly esti-
mated as 25% of the initial DDT&E.
A variety of 'other" costs must be included
in a complete program estimate. Some of
these can be only roughly estimated at the
present time. Those we have identified are
listed on the right of. the figure.
Initial costs of four architecture/program
scenario options were estimated as summa-
rized in table 20. "Other" costs were
included, as were considerations of numbers
of hardware units required.
The "bare bones" program provides a perma-
nent manned presence in space, but little
else. The space station utilizes the incre-
mental architecture without dedicated habi-
tat or lab modules. It represents the mini-
mum feasible space station program.
The program-constrained architecture paces
space station buildup based on projected
space station funding availability rather
than onset of mission needs as projected by
the mission needs analysis. The initial cost
of this program is within the range of the
(+­7
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figure 37. System-Level Cost Relationships -
Table 19. Cost Estimates Summary (Valves in Millions of 1984 Dollars)
HARDWARE ACQUISITION (INCLUDES FEE)
OTHER COSTSINCREMENTAL UNIFIED
ARCHITECTURE ARCHITECTURE
ITEM DOT&E• INVEST. ITEM DDT&E INVEST
SIL LAWS)
	
60SERV. MOO. 725 185 UNIT MOD NO. 1 1250 220
C&C MODULE 670 130 UNIT MOD NO. N 315 220 PROGRAM-LEVEL 10%-20%
INTEGRATION
AIR LOCK (2) 85 50 AIR LOCK (2) 85 50 FLIGHT SOFTWARE 100
TMETER NO. 1 710 185 LOGISTICS (2) 240 121 MISSION EQUIP
SUITS, TOOLS, ETC T
7-METER NO. N 180 186 HANGAR 165 35 SCIENCE, ETC.	 7
SHORT TUNNEL 50 12 PROP STOR. 280 210 SUPPORT CONTRACTS?
HANGAR 165 35 CONSTR EQUIP 350 186 TRAINING & SIMUL
PROP STOR. 280 210 SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
	
71
CONSTR EQUIP. 350 165 CIVIL SERVICE	 1
CONTINGENCIES
	
30%
'INCLUDES TEST HARDWARE & NONRECURRING MANUFACTURING
41
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Tabs 20. Initial Costs of Altvrnarive Program Scenarios (1984 Dollard
UNIFIED
INCREMENTAL ARCHITECTURE ARCHITECTURE*
BARE HONES PROGRAM MISSION DRIVER MISSIONPROGRAM CONSTRAINED DRIVEN(LOW INCL) (LOW INCL) LOW INCL HIGH INCL (LOW INCL)
SERVICE MODULE NO No me 166 0
COMMAND MODULE 800 800 800 130 0
7-METER MODULES 0 1220 1220 346 25013
 ITAgY)
AIRLOCKS 138 138 138 100 136
TUNNEL 0 82 74 0 0
LOGISTICS MODULES 360 300 360 120 300
SI L LABS 80 60 N 20 50
FLIGHT SOFTWARE 50 100 100 50 100
LABS 0 0 M 0 0
MISSION EQUIPMENT 100 200 300 100 300
OTHER 100 200 200 100 200
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 140 286 425 205 366
PROGRAM INTEGRATION
	
265 850 790 210 810
TOTAL 2900 1082 6044 Ian 4650
'DOESNT SUPPORT HIGH INCLINATION OPERATIONS
n
NASA-published estimates of four to six
billion dollars.
The mission-driven program establishes sta-
tions in both low and high inclination orbits
by 1992. It substantially exceeds the nomi-
nal NASA estimate.
Using the unified architecture and ignoring
the high-inclination mission needs, a space
station that serves the rapid onset of low-
inclination missions can probably be
acquired for less than six billion dollars.
If some of the cost saving potentials dis-
cussed on an earlier page could be realized,
even the highest-cost mission-driven scenar-
io could probably be afforded.
Program Strategy
The key points of our recommended program
strategy are annotated in Table 21.
CONCLUSIONS CF THE STUDY
Our results indicate that a space station can
provide scientific, economic, and social ben-
efits. Further refinement of these results is
needed, but we believe the need for perrna-
nent human presence in space is established,
as noted in table 22.
The next year can be most profitably used
by concentrating on how to achieve program
objectives at the lowest practical life cycle
cost. This involves architectural, technol=
ogy, and programmatic considerations.
Actualizing the space station benefits is
critically dependent on control of life cycle
costs. Careful attention to system attrib-
utes that represent out-years cost drivers
such as autonomy and maintainability is
essential.
We are acutely aware of the debate over the
42
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Tabie 2 f. Program Strategy
• Examine high-inclination mission requirements, costs, and
benefits and select architectural options for necessary
flexibility.
• Structure program so that commercial and foreign
users pay their own way as early as possible, i.e.,
investment phase.
• Select technologies con patible with potential DoD
applications.
• Emphasize life cycle cost in all decisions.
• Zero-base requirements and specifications selection.
Table 22. Concluding Remarks
• Role of man in space can be clarified, specified,
and quantified.
• We have made a first detailed approximation.
• Space station benefits can be real.
• Practical, cost-effective architectures identified
• Definitive and comprehensive program planning
required to actualize benefits.
benefits of permanent human presence in
space. We believe we have established the
reality of those benefits. We believe that
the idea that "robotics is sufficient" does
not take into account the importance and
urgency of new initiatives in space science,
technology, and industry—these require
manned presence.
We are reminded of high gcvernment offi-
cials, in one case a presiden t, who regarded
the purchases of the Louisiana territory, and
later of Alaska, as frivolous waste.
The development of permanent human pres-
ence in space will initiate the industrializa-
tion of Earth orbit. The U.S. must not
abandon this goal to others.
No less than the survival of the United
States as a major economic power is at
stake.
D180-27477-1:
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ISUMMARY OF STUDY TASKS
The study accomplished 3 major objectives:
1. Identified, collected, and analyzed science, applications, commercial, national security,
technology development and space operations missions that require or benefit by the
availability of a permanently manned space station. The space station attributes and
characteristics that will be necessary to satisfy these requirements were identified.
2. Identified alternative space station architectural concepts that would satisfy the user
mission requirements.
3. Performed programmatic analyses to define cost and schedule implications of the various
architectural options.
Figure A-1 shows the summary task flow that was used to accomplish these objectives.
In Tasks 1.1 thru 1.5, missions were identified, screened, and their needs and benefits analyzed.
71
Mission investigators were assigned . to each of the mission classes (science and applications,
commercial, technology development, space operations, and national security). In general,
these investigators (and their supporting subcontractors) contacted potential users and analyzed
available data to characterize potential mission needs. They worked in conjunction with
- designers and operations analysts to characterize the potential payloads and operational
interfaces. In Task 1.6, the missions were allocated to orbits, and were assigned to platforms,
free-flyers, or space stations, as appropriate. During Task 1.7, the various missions were
integrated into time-phased mission models. The time-phasing took into account available
budgetary constraints, prioritization, time sequencing constraints, and transportation avail-
ability. A computer program was used to process the integrated time-phased mission model to
- derive a year-by-year shuttle manifest schedule. The computer program was also used for Task
1.8 to derive the ir,tegrated time-phased space station accommodation requirements, i.e., power
and thermal demands, berthing requirements, and crew skills. These mission analyses have been
reported in Volume 2 of the final report.
Also included in Volume 2 are the results trom Task 1.10. In this task, some of the primary
commerical opportunities were examined to define the economics of the use of a space station
and to define the benefits of doing business can a space station relative to doing it using the
shuttle.
,l
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0411	 MONTHS
1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 >	 e
TAW 1.1 --W1.S
----------I I N 1-1 E S ANO N I ANAL	
------n^^^rna
TASK 1.0	 ,
1	 0ANT ANALYSES
TALK 1.7
111i=ION YODELING AND TRANSPORTATION ANALYSES
TASK 1.4
ORMATIONE AMP wEOUIRED ATTI11011TEi ANALYSES
TALK 1.9
ODM OILAT" OR MISSION AND SYSTEM 11E01JIREMENTS
TASK !.1
SYSTEM ATTIIISMS S 04AIIACTIACSTK3 ANALYSES
TASK
SUSSYSTEMS ANALYSES
TASK 1.10
SCON0111C,SRNEfIT ANALYSIS
TASK y
►IIOGAAMiMATK AND COST ANALYSES
TASK 4
GIN
Figure A. 1. Summary Diagram Outlines Major Task Traffic
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In Task 1.9, mission requirements and space station design requirements were identified. An
aggregate of these requirements are reported in Volume 3.
Volume 4 of the final report contains the results from Tasks 2.1, 2.2 and 3. Specifically in Task
2.1, a methodology for defining realistic architectural options was established. This method-
ology was applied using the requirements defined in the previous tasks. From this, we have
created 3 architectural options and have shown some reference space station configuration
concepts for each architectural option. Task 2.2 was performed to obtain analysis and trades of
some of the principle subsystems, i.e., &ta management, environmental control and life
support, and habitability. Task 3 provides the analyses of programmatics and cost options
associated with the concepts derived during the study.
A cross reference guide to enable locating study topics within the volumes and volume sections
of the final report is presented in Table A-1.
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David Tingey (Earth Obs.) (Environmental
Science)
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(Mission Integration) (Meterology/
Oceanography)
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(Life Sciences)
Dr. Robert Spiger Dr. John Wilson
(Plasma physics, astro- (Life Sciences)
physics, solar physics) Dr. Robert Loveless
(Integration)
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(Life Sciences)
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(Life Sciences)
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AAP Airlock Adapter Plate
AC Alternating Current
ADM Adaptive Delta Modulation
AM Airlock Module
APC Adaptive Predictive Coders
APSM Automated Power Systems Management
ACS Attitude Control System
ARS Air Revitalization System
ASE Airborn Support Equipment
BIT Built in Test
BITE Built in Test Equipment
CAMS Continuous Atmosphere Monitoring System
C&D Cont:•ols and Displays
C&W Caution and Warning
CCA Communications Carrier Assembly
CCC Contaminant Control Cartridge
CCTV Closed Circuit Television
CEI Critical End Item
CER Cost Estimating Relationship
CF Construction Facility
CMG Control Moment Gyro
CMD Command
CMDS Commands
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
CPU Computer Processor Units
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
dB Decibels
DC Direct Current
DCM Display and Control Module
DDT&E Design, Development, Test, and Evaluation
DOD, DoD Department of Defense
DT Docking Tunnel
DM Docking Module
DMS Data Management System
DSCS Defense Satellite Communications System
ECLSS Environmental Control/Life Support System
EDC Electrochemical Depolarized CO2 Concentrator
EEH EMU Electrical Harness
EIRP Effective Isotropic Radiated Power
EMI Electromagnetic Interference
EMU Extravehicular Mobility Unit
EPS Electrical Power System
ET External Tank
EVA Extravehicular Activity
EVC EVA Communications System
EVVA EVA Visor Assembly
FM Flow Meter
FMEA Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
ftc Foot candles
FSF Flight Support Facility
F55 Fluid Storage System
GaAs Gallium Acsenide
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (Continued)
GN&C Guidance, Navigation and Control
GEO Geosynchronous Earth Orbit
GHZ Gigahertz
_	
GPC General Payload Computer
GPS Global Positioning System
GSE Ground Support Equipment
GS-, Div Ground Satellite Tracking and Data Network
GFE Government Furnished Equipment
GTV Ground Test Vehicle
HLL High Level Language
HLLV Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle
HM Habitat Module
HMF Health Maintenance Facility
HPA Handling and Positioning Aide
HUT Hard Upper Torso
Hz Hertz (cycles per second)
ICD Interface Control Document
IDB Insert Drink Bag
IOC Initial Operating Capability
I R Infrared
IVA Intravehicular Activity
JSC Johnson Space Center
KBPS Kilo Bits Per Second
KM, Km Kilometers
KSC Kennedy Space Center
lbm Pounds Mass
LCD LiquidCrystal Display
LCVG Liquid Cooling and Ventilation Garment
LED Light Emitting Diode
LEO Low Earth Orbit
LiOH Lithium Hydroxide
LM Logistics Module
LPC Linear Predictive Coders
LRU Lowest Replaceable Unit
LSS Life Support System
LTA Lower Torso Assembly
L V Launch Vehicle
Ix Lumens
MBA Multibeam Antenna
mbps Megabits per second
MHz Megahertz
MMU Manned Maneuvering Unit
MM-Wave Millimeter wave
MOTV Manned Orbit Transfer Vehicle
MRWS Manned Remote Work Station
MSFN Manned Space Flight Network
N/A Not Applicable
NBS National Bureau of Standards
NSA Nat anal Security Agency
N Newton
NiCd Nickel Cadmium
NiH2 Nick)e Hydrogen
,0)"
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (Continued)
Nm,nm Nautical miles
N/m2 Newtons per meter squared
OBS Operational. Bioinstrumentation System
OCS Onboard Checkout System
OCP Open Cherrypicker
OMS Orbital Manuevering System
OTV Orbital Transfer Vehicle
PCM Pulse Code Modulation
PCM Parametric Cost Model
PEP Power Extension Package
PIDA Payload Installation and Deployment Apparatus
P/L Payload
PL5S Portable Life Support System
PM Power Module
POM Proximity Operations Module
ppm Parts per Million
PRS Personnel Rescue System
PSID Pounds per Square Inch Differential
RCS Reaction Control System
REM Roentgen Equivalent Man
RF Radio Frequency
RFI Radio Frequency Interference
RIMS Remote Manipulator System
RPM Revolutions ?er Miu.ute
RPS Real-time Photogrammetric System
SAF Systems Assembly Facility
SAWD Solid Amine Water Desorbed
SPGaAs Space Produced Gallium Arsenide
scfm Standard Cubic Feet per Minute
SCS Stability and Control System
SCU Service and Cooling Umbilical
SDV Shuttle - Derived Vehicle
SDHLV Shuttle - Derived Heavy Lift Vehicle
SEPS Solar Electric Propulsion System
SF Storage Facility
SM • Service Module
SOC Space Operations Center
SOP Secondary Oxygen Pack
SRS Solid Rocket Booster
SRMS Shuttle Remote Manipulative System
SRU Shop Replacable Units
SSA Space Suite Assembly
5 5 M E Space Shuttle Main Engine
STS Space Transportation System
SSP Space Station Prototype
STAR Shuttle Turnaround Analysis Report
STDN Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network
STE Standard Test Equipment
TBD To Be Determined
TDRSS Tracing and Data Relay Satellite system
TFU Theoretical First Unit
TGA Trace Gas Analyzer
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (Continued)
TIMES
TL M
TM
T,M5
TT
TV
UCD
VCD
VDC
VLSI
V55
W BS
WMS
Thermoelectric Integrated Membrane Evaporation System
Telemetry
Telemetry
Teleoperator Maneuvering System
Turntable/Tilttable
Television
Urine Collection Device
Vapor Compression Distillation
Volts Direct Current
Very Large Sacle Integrated Circuits
Versatile Servicing Stage
Work Breakdown Structure
Waste Management System
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